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Abstract: The paper deals with floating low tone and consonant voicing in Akebu, historically induced by the nasal velar ŋ. The phenomena manifest in combination as nominal and agreement markers in a number of noun classes, as well as in independent pronouns. I argue against the analysis of paired voiced consonants as positional variants of their voiceless counterparts after the floating low tone found in the previous literature. This study proposes that floating low tone is considered only as a special case of the low tone and does not differ from the low tone on overt markers in any respect. Accordingly, paired voiced consonants are viewed as independent phonemes, while keeping in mind that they have acquired their phonemic status recently.
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1. Introduction

Akebu (Kebu; ISO 639-3 keu) is a Kwa language of the Kebu-Animere group spoken in the prefecture of Akebu in Togo (West Africa) by ca. 70,000 people (Gblem-Poidi & Kantchoa 2012; Eberhard et al. 2019). The present study is based on the data collected during two field trips in 2012 and 2019 to the village of Djon in the prefecture of Akebu.

The paper deals with one of the most prominent features of Akebu morphonology: the interaction of floating low tone with consonant voicing. This topic was briefly discussed in (Makeeva 2013; 2016); it also became the subject of special consideration in (Sossoukpe 2017). The same tonal and consonant changes are described via morphophonological rules in (Makeeva 2013; 2016) and the floating low tone,
which affects consonant voicing in (Sossoukpe 2017). Both studies consider the tonal phenomenon in question in isolation from the system of tonal rules; they also do not fully take into account the distribution of voiced consonants. This study presents a new analysis of the floating low tone and its interaction with consonant alternation.

Voiced consonants in the context of the Akebu consonant system are described in §2. §3 provides basic information about the tonal system of the language and describes the low tone spreading rule. In §4, I describe the conditions for the appearance of the floating low tone, on the one hand, and consonant voicing, on the other. §5 presents the conclusion.

2. Voiced consonants

2.1. Consonant system of Akebu

The consonant system of Akebu based on my field data is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant system of Akebu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>labial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plosive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approximant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some voiceless consonant phonemes have voiced allophones:
1. /p/ is voiced in intervocalic position manifesting as a voiced bilabial fricative [β]: pāānʊ̀yə̀ [pāānʊ̀yə] ‘little brother’, but àpāānʊ̀pə̀ [àβāānʊ̀βə] ‘little brothers’;
2. /ʈ/ is voiced in intervocalic position and after bilabial stops occurring as [r]: /ʂˈtikə/ [ʂˈrikə] ‘nature’, /ptˈɔɔyə/ [prɔɔyə] ‘cat’; in word-initial position [r] is in free variation with [ʈ]: /tʊʊ/ [ʈʊʊ] ~ [rʊʊ] ‘to sow’.

Paired voiced stops and fricatives have a highly restricted distribution. They only appear in the root-initial position of the following units:

- nouns belonging to the ʈ, ƙ, kp, n, p noun classes;
- verbal forms and the numeral ‘one’ agreeing with the ʈ class subject or head of the noun phrase respectively;
- independent pronouns.1

The only context where voiced stops and fricatives occur in word-internal intervocalic position is nouns of the P class. In other cases root-initial position and word-initial position coincide. In independent pronouns voiced consonants can optionally appear after the velar nasal.

### 2.2. Distribution of paired voiced consonants

Before proceeding to a more detailed description of the contexts for the appearance of paired voiced consonants in Akebu, I briefly present the system of noun classes and noun class agreement. Table 2 represents the system of noun class marking in Akebu. There are seven noun classes in Akebu, which are distinguished based on agreement paradigms and are labeled by the initial consonants of the independent pronouns. In nominal forms classes are marked by both prefixal and suffixal markers. The ƙ and kp classes include several subclasses that only differ in prefixal noun class markers. Agreement markers, which are always prefixal, appear in verbal and numeral forms. Verbs agree in noun class with the subject noun phrase, and numerals agree with the head noun they modify. The numeral ‘one’ and numerals from ‘two’

---

1The distribution of the retroflex voiced ɖ is less restricted and includes a number of additional contexts which will be described below in §2.2.
to ‘nine’ agree differently, but since numerals starting from ‘two’ are out of the scope of this study, their agreement markers are not given in Table 2. See Makeeva & Shluinsky (2018; 2020) for details, but note that in this paper a different analysis is proposed.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>class</th>
<th>prefix</th>
<th>suffix</th>
<th>verbal markers</th>
<th>markers for numeral ‘one’</th>
<th>independent pronouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>-yǝ̀</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>ḫηɲò / ɲò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>ʋ-²</td>
<td>-pǝ̀</td>
<td>pɨ-</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>ɦpɨ / ɓɨ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>ő- (voicing)</td>
<td>-tǝ̀</td>
<td>ő- (voicing)</td>
<td>ő- (voicing)</td>
<td>ḫɪɨ / ḫi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>-wǝ̀</td>
<td>wɨ-</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>ḫwʊ / wʊ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>ʋ-</td>
<td>-yǝ̀</td>
<td>yɨ-</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>ḫyɪ / yɪ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>ő- (voicing)</td>
<td>-kǝ̀</td>
<td>kɨ-</td>
<td>kɨ-</td>
<td>ḫkɨ / ḫgɨ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kp</td>
<td>wɨ-</td>
<td>-kpǝ̀</td>
<td>wɨ-</td>
<td>wɨ-</td>
<td>ḫkpɪ / ḫgbɪ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


First, paired voiced consonants appear in the word-initial position of nouns belonging to the following three classes: T, K and KP. In plural forms of these nouns, the paired voiced consonants alternate with their voiceless counterparts (1)–(2).

(1) a. ḫɨ-ʈǝ̀
   ḫɨ-ʈ.Y
   ‘day’

(2) b. ɵ-cì-yǝ̀
   ɵ-cì-ɟ.Y
   ‘days’

2 V stands for an underspecified vowel subject to a vowel harmony.
(2) a. gà-kə̀ b. wi-kà-kpə̀
    k. meat-κ  kp.meat-κp
    ‘meat’       ‘meats’

    Paired voiced consonants are also attested in a number of nouns belonging to the singular ɗ class. In contrast with the previous case the plural forms lack consonant alternation, so that the ƿ class provides the only context where paired voiced consonants occur in intervocalic position. Most of these nouns are loanwords.

(3) a. Ø-gòmò-yə̀ b. à-gòmò-ƿə̀
    ð.trap-ð  ƿ.trap-ƿ
    ‘trap’       ‘traps’

(4) a. Ø-jàŋtá-yə̀ b. à-jàŋtá-ƿə̀
    ð.lion-ð  ƿ.lion-ƿ
    ‘lion’ (< Ewe) ‘lions’

    In the verbal system voicing of the stem-initial consonant functions as an agreement marker for the ʈ class (5). The same alternation is attested in the numeral cēŋcēŋ ‘one’ when agreeing with the nouns of the ʈ class (6).³

(5) ỳnò-ƿí dũ-ʈə̀ sà (Display:inline) vùŋ̀
    1SG.PFV-ask ʈ.stone-ʈ this ʈ.throw
    ‘I want this stone to be thrown’. (fùŋ̀ ‘to throw’)

(6) jnàŋ-ʈə̀ jēŋcēŋ
    ʈ.loincloth-ʈ ʈ.one
    ‘one loincloth’ (cēŋcēŋ ‘one’)

    In the pronominal system, paired voiced consonants are attested in the forms of the independent series. First, voiced consonants may appear

³ The κ and kp classes have segmental agreement markers in verbal and numeral word-forms kì- and wì- respectively.
as a result of voicing after the velar nasal: \( \hat{t}t \hat{t}i \sim \hat{d}q \hat{i}, \hat{k}k \sim \hat{g}g \hat{i}, \hat{k}k \hat{p} \sim \hat{g}b \hat{b} \). Second, independent pronouns of each of the classes have optional variants that lack the initial velar nasal, but retain voicing of the initial consonant (cf. Table 2).

The retroflex voiced \( \hat{d} \) seems to have a less restricted distribution than other paired voiced consonants. First, it appears in the allomorph -\( -d \hat{a} \) of the suffixal class marker -\( \hat{t} \hat{a} \). This allomorph is attested after the velar nasal, \( \eta \): \( b \hat{\eta}nt \hat{a} [b \hat{\eta}q \hat{\eta}] \) ‘drum’, but \( \hat{a}p \hat{\eta}n \hat{\eta} \hat{p} \hat{a} [\hat{\alpha}\beta \hat{\eta}\hat{m}p \hat{\eta}] \). It also appears as a result of haplology and consonant alternation in nouns ending in \( V_1tV_2 \) where \( V_2 \) is a high vowel and \( V_1 \) is a vowel identical to \( V_2 \) or a mid vowel that differs from \( V_2 \) only by height: \( V_1tV_2-t \hat{a} \rightarrow V_1d \hat{a} \), see (7a) and (8a) compared with (7b) and (8b).

(7) a. \( gb \hat{d} \hat{a} \) (← \( gb \hat{t} \hat{t}i-t \hat{a} \))
   \( \hat{t}.cassava.\hat{t} \)
   ‘cassava’

(8) a. \( v \hat{\eta}d \hat{\eta} \) (← \( v \hat{\eta}t \hat{\eta} \hat{t} \hat{a} \))
   \( \hat{t}.life.\hat{t} \)
   ‘life’

In addition, \( \hat{d} \) seems to be the only paired voiced consonant that occurs in root-internal position, though only in loanwords: \( k \hat{\eta}d \hat{\eta}u-\hat{a} \hat{a} \) ‘banana’ (< Ewe), \( f \hat{\eta}\hat{d} \hat{\eta}\hat{\eta}-y \hat{\eta} \) ‘Friday’ (< Ewe).

### 3. Low tone spreading rule

#### 3.1. Tonal system of Akebu

Akebu has three level tones: Low (L, \( \hat{a} \)), Mid (M, \( \hat{\alpha} \)), High (H, \( \hat{\alpha} \)). The tone bearing unit (TBU) in Akebu is a syllable. There are the following types of syllables in Akebu: \( V, \eta, CV, C_1C_2V \). An adequate description of the Akebu phonological system is impossible without using the concept of foot — a phonological unit which consists of one
or more syllables and has an increased degree of internal coherence\(^4\). In addition to monosyllabic feet, there are also disyllabic (VV, \(\eta\eta\), CVV, CV\(_1\)V\(_2\), C\(_1\)C\(_2\)VV, CV\(\eta\), C\(_1\)C\(_2\)V\(\eta\), C\(_1\)VC\(_2\)V) and trisyllabic (CV\(_1\)V\(_2\)V\(_2\), C\(_1\)VC\(_2\)V\(\eta\)) feet in Akebu. Syllabic nasal \(\eta\) can bear a tone different from the tones of adjacent syllables.

Contour tones are produced by sequences of level tones realised on a single TBU. They appear as a result of contextual changes of lexical tones via application of tonal rules. Contour tones attested on a single TBU, their notation and correlates realised on two TBUs are presented below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{HL} & \quad \hat{a} & \hat{a}\hat{a} \\
\text{HM} & \quad \hat{a} & \hat{a}\hat{a} \\
\text{ML} & \quad \hat{a} & \hat{a}\hat{a} \\
\text{LH} & \quad \hat{a} & \hat{a}\hat{a}
\end{align*}
\]

There is a number of tonal rules in Akebu, applied across morpheme boundaries and mostly rightwards. This study is focused on one of these rules: the spreading of the L tone to the right.

### 3.2. Low tone spreading

It is convenient to represent the L spreading rule (9) in terms of autosegmental phonology (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 1976) with hyphens denoting morpheme boundaries and dashed lines denoting new association lines derived by the rule.

\[
(9) \quad \text{L-H} \rightarrow \text{L-LH}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{V} & \quad \text{V} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{V} & \quad \text{V} \\
\text{L} & \quad \text{H} & \quad \text{L} & \quad \text{L} & \quad \text{H}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^4\) An increased degree of foot integration is provided by restrictions on the compatibility of vowels, consonants and tones within it. About integration features of the Akebu phonological foot see (Makeeva 2016).
(10) a. Ø-náá-wə̀  
    w-fire-w  
    ‘fire’ 

   b. â-náá-yə̀ → â-nǎá-yə̂
    Y-fire-Y
    ‘fires’

Rule (9) takes into account the laryngeal features of the consonants intervening between L and H tones: voiceless obstruents and fricatives, as non-depressors, block the spreading of the L tone rightwards (11b)⁵. It is worth mentioning that voiceless phonemes that are realised as voiced in intervocalic position (/ʈ/ [r], /p/ [β]) do not block the spreading rule, see (12b) and (13b):

(11) a. Ø-cíí-wə̀
    w-board-w
    ‘board’

   b. â-cíí-yə̀
    Y-board-Y
    ‘boards’

(12) a. Ø-píí-yə̀
    p-child-p
    ‘child’

   b. è-píí-βə̀ → è-βǐí-βə̂
    ‘children’

(13) a. téé
    climb
    ‘to climb’

   b. â- téé-kə̀ → â-[r]éé-kə̀
    k-climbing-k
    ‘climbing’

The question remains whether this rule is automatic or not.⁶ Below are the contexts in which this rule applies in my data.

(a) L tone of the prefixal noun class marker spreads onto the first syllable of the noun root (10b), (12b), (13b).

⁵ This non-depressor effect of voiceless consonants is parallel to the depressor consonant effect, in which voiced consonants block H spreading (Poser 1981: 483; Yip 2000: 34). The latter case is more widespread than the one attested in Akebu. Nevertheless, similar processes have been described for other languages, such as Nupe (< Nupoid < Benue-Congo) (George 1970).

⁶ The available data did not allow me to understand whether this rule applies in every phonologically similar context. This issue requires further research.
(b) L tone of the prefixal agreement noun class marker spreads onto the first syllable of the verb root (14)–(15).

(14) Ø-jàŋtá-yə̀ sā Ø-náánì.  

Ø-ŋlon-d this Ø-be.big\textsubscript{FCT}  

‘This lion is big.’

(15) Ø-kɛ̀ŋ̀tɛ́-wə̀ sā wɨ̀-náánì → wɨ̀-nǎánì  

w-basket-w this w-be.big\textsubscript{FCT}  

‘This basket is big.’

c) L tone of the prefixal agreement noun class marker spreads onto the first syllable of the habitual marker (16)–(18).

(16) Ø-yā Ø-lóó-tì wɨ̀-tù-kpə̀  

ψ-prog ψ-hab kp-pound kp-maize-kp  

‘She is pounding maize.’

(17) Ø-cíí-wə̀ wi-yā wɨ̀-láá-tɔ̀ → wɨ̀-lǎá-tɔ̀  

w-tree-w ψ-prog ψ-hab w-fall  

‘The tree is falling.’

(18) ṭɨ̄-kə̀ ki-yā kɨ̀-lóó-fùŋ̀ → kɨ̀-lǒó-fùŋ̀  

K-wind-K ψ-prog K-hab w-blow  

‘The wind is blowing.’

4. Floating low tone and consonant voicing

4.1. Initial rise and consonant voicing

In addition to voiced initial consonants, nouns of the \textit{ʈ}, \textit{k} and \textit{kp} classes exhibit special tonal behavior. The tone of the first syllable is L, M or rising LH; H tone never occurs on the first syllable in these nouns. Nouns with initial voiced sonorants and LH tone on the first syllable do not undergo any changes in their plural forms (19a–b). Meanwhile, the nouns with initial paired voiced consonants and LH tone on the first syllable undergo a tonal change LH → H as well as consonant alternation in their plural (20)–(22).
The tonal behavior of these nouns suggests that the prefixal noun class marker of the T, K and KP classes is not null as noun class prefixes of the D and W classes. It is represented by a combination of voicing of the initial consonant and a floating low tone spreading rightwards across voiced depressor consonants as predicted by rule (9), see examples from (19a') to (22a').

(19) a. \( \eta \ddot{o}o-t \ddot{e} \) \hspace{1cm} b. \( \ddot{a}-\eta \ddot{o}o-y \ddot{a} \)

T.cloud-\( T \) \hspace{1cm} Y-cloud-\( Y \)

‘cloud’ \hspace{1cm} ‘clouds’

(20) a. \( z \ddot{a}a-t \ddot{e} \) \hspace{1cm} b. \( \ddot{a}-s \ddot{a}a-y \ddot{a} \)

T.chair-\( T \) \hspace{1cm} Y-chair-\( Y \)

‘chair’ \hspace{1cm} ‘chairs’

(21) a. \( g \ddot{u}i-k \ddot{e} \) \hspace{1cm} b. \( w \ddot{i}-k \ddot{u}i-kp \ddot{a} \)

K.spoon-\( K \) \hspace{1cm} KP.spoon-\( KP \)

‘spoon’ \hspace{1cm} ‘spoons’

(22) a. \( g \ddot{u}-kp \ddot{a} \) \hspace{1cm} b. \( \ddot{d}-k \ddot{u}-y \ddot{a} \)

KP.room-\( KP \) \hspace{1cm} Y-room-\( Y \)

‘room’ \hspace{1cm} ‘rooms’

In plural forms of the nouns with initial paired voiced consonants spreading of the non-floating L tone of the prefix is blocked by non-depressors, compare (19b') vs. (20b').

(19) b'. \( \ddot{a}-\eta \ddot{o}o-y \ddot{a} \) \hspace{1cm} (20) b'. \( \ddot{a}-s \ddot{a}a-y \ddot{a} \)

Y-cloud-\( Y \) \hspace{1cm} Y-chair-\( Y \)

‘clouds’ \hspace{1cm} ‘chairs’
The ungrammaticality of examples such as (20b') speaks in favor of adopting a rule-based approach with ordered rules, where consonant voicing strongly precedes the L spreading rule.

Initial rise LH also appears in verbal forms when agreeing with the nouns of the t class (23)–(26); if the initial consonant of the verb is voiceless, it undergoes voicing (24)–(25). Thus, voicing of initial consonant and floating L tone should be postulated as an agreement marker of the T class in verbal and numeral forms as well.

(23) ̀vóó-tò sà `náání
T.calabash-T this T.be.big FCT
→ vóó-tò sà náání
‘This calabash is big.’
(24) ǹnà-pí ̀gúúpí-tò jé Ø-jìmù-yà là Ø-kùè-wà
1sg.PFV-ask T.orphan-T T.concede D-old.man-Ø POSS w-way-W
→ ǹnà-pí gúúpí-tò jé Ø-jìmù-yà là Ø-kùè-wà
‘I want this orphan to make way for the old man.’ (cé ‘to concede’)
(25) ə̀-sàà-kà mí ̀nààí-tà ̀jìí
K-yesterday-K 1sg.POSS T.loincloth-T T.be.dirty FCT
→ ə̀sààkà mí ̀nààí-tà ̀jìí
‘Yesterday my loincloth was dirty.’ (cìì ‘to be dirty’)
(26) ̀gúúpí-tò ̀yà ̀léé-wè
T.orphan-T T.PROG T.HAB-cry
→ gúúpí-tò ̀yà ̀léé-wè
‘The orphan is crying.’

4.2. Floating low tone and downstep

The analysis proposed for the nouns of the T, k, kp classes in §4.1 considers the initial rise as a result of the spreading of the floating L tone onto the first syllable of the root. It is supported by the fact that the H tone of the nominal root does not undergo the spreading of the floating L tone after H, but is downstepped (27b), (28)–(29), cf. also the similar example (27c) with the noun of the n class with a null prefix.
4.3. Initial rise and paired voiced consonants in the RYPTO and PIPI classes

Most of the nouns belonging to the RYPTO class have voiceless or non-paired voiced consonants in root-initial position. Meanwhile, as mentioned in §2.2, this class also contains a number of nouns with initial paired voiced consonants. In contrast with nouns of the ʔI, ʔK, ʔKP classes, nouns of the RYPTO class have different tonal behavior depending on the type of voiced root-initial consonant. Apart from L and M tones on the first syllable of the root, nouns with root-initial voiced sonorants in the RYPTO class can bear H tone (30a), cf. also (19a), whereas nouns with root-initial paired voiced consonants can only bear LH contour (31a) and (32a). In plural forms of the nouns with root-initial voiced sonorants L tone of the prefixal noun class marker spreads onto the first syllable of the noun root (30b). In plural forms of the nouns with root-initial paired voiced consonants no consonant alternation or tonal change is observed (31b) and (32b).
In addition, as can be seen from Table 2, agreement prefixes of the ŋ class are null and do not include any consonant or tonal alternations. These facts force to consider the initial pitch rise in the nouns of the ŋ class to be rather lexical than contextual and to analyse the initial L tone as a part of the root. Two options can be proposed in this case. The first one is to postulate the floating L tone in the underlying representation of the root. It will then spread rightwards onto the first syllable of the root: Ø- ̀bɔ́ɔ́lʊ̀-yə̀, ̀ø- ̀glǎásɪ̀-yə̀. The second option is to allow underlying lexical contours on one TBU: bɔ̌ɔ́lʊ̀-yə̀, glǎásɪ̀-yə̀.

4.4. Voicing low tone?

As shown in §4.1, voicing of the paired voiceless consonants and the floating L tone both serve as nominal prefixal markers of the ź, k, kp noun classes, as well as agreement markers for the ź class in verbal and numeral forms. This fact, as well as distributional restrictions attested for paired voiced consonants in Akebu, led Sossoukpe (2017) to assume allophonic status of paired voiced consonants and voicing effect of the floating L tone. Although rare cases of tones affecting consonants are indeed attested in the literature (Yip 2002: 34; Hansson 2004; Poser 1981), I argue against this interpretation in the case of Akebu.

Historically, the marker of the ź, k, kp classes can be reconstructed as *ŋ̥-. This hypothesis is supported by optional short forms of independent pronouns with the velar nasal omitted. As was mentioned
in §2.2, in the non-locutor forms of independent pronouns (Table 2) paired voiceless consonants undergo optional voicing after the velar nasal. This voicing is retained in a set of short forms without the velar nasal.

Independent pronouns for locutors presented in Table 3 also have optional variants without an initial velar nasal. These forms have underlying voiced sonorants and thus do not exhibit overt voicing, moreover, it is the root-initial consonant that affects the velar nasal in these forms and not vice versa. At the same time, the locutor forms of independent pronouns exhibit the L spreading rule (9) which is observed not only in full forms but also in short forms which lack the velar nasal.

The two processes attested in independent pronouns – consonant voicing and L spreading – seem very similar to those attested in the nouns of the τ, κ, κp classes, with the only difference being that the omission of the velar nasal in the forms of independent pronouns is still optional.7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person &amp; number</th>
<th>Independent pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>ṣmí → ṣmĩ [m̥mĩ] / mí → mĩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>ṭl̥o [l̥l̥o] / l̥o → l̥o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>ṭl̥o → ṭl̥o [l̥l̥o] / l̥o → l̥o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>ṭnĩ → ṭnĩ [n̥nĩ] / nĩ → nĩ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, I argue that paired voiced consonants have recently acquired phonemic status as a result of loss of the initial velar nasal in the markers of the τ, κ, κp classes. The floating L tone behaves exactly like the L tone on overt prefixal markers. This fact does not allow to postulate a special voicing effect of the floating tone.

7 It is noteworthy that the 1sg subject agreement marker in verbal forms also tends to drop, leaving its H tone without a segmental base and inducing initial falls (cf. (24), (28)).
5. Conclusion

The floating L tone in Akebu may be regarded as an L tone that has lost its segmental base reconstructed as *ŋ in word-initial position. This L tone exhibits the same behavior as initial L tone on overt prefixal markers, as it undergoes spreading onto the following H tone syllable forming an LH contour. The contexts where the loss of the velar nasal is observed are the ones where this velar nasal had affected or still affects the voicing of voiceless consonants. This voicing effect retained after the loss of the velar nasal synchronically seems to be induced by the floating L tone. Nevertheless, since the floating L tone does not differ from the non-floating L tone in the same context in any other respect, it seems inconvenient to endow the floating L tone with properties that the non-floating L tone does not exhibit. In this study I assume L tone spreading and consonant voicing to be two different processes which happened to be combined in nominal and agreement markers of the ʈ, k, kp classes and independent pronouns. Nevertheless, these two processes are closely related to each other since L tone spreading rule applies only across voiced depressor consonants and thus should strictly follow the voicing rule. In addition, the combination of initial rise and consonant voicing seems to be the reason for the restriction of high tones after voiced consonants in the nouns of ṭ and p classes.
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Abbreviations

K, KP, D, P, T, W, Y – noun class markers
M – middle tone
1, 2, 3 – 1st, 2nd, 3rd person
PFV – perfective series
H – high tone
PL – plural
FCT – factative
POSS – possessive marker, possessive pronoun
HAB – habitual series
PROG – progressive auxiliary
L – low tone
SG – singular
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